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Fabric Pop Up is a lightweight 
geodesic frame that has a fabric 
print attached (even when 
packed down), so it sets up in 
seconds.

The Fabric Pop Up comes in 
a range of  sizes, curved or 
straight. Multiple units can 
be combined to create larger 
displays.

It can be single or double sided, 
so is suitable for booths as well 
as island spaces.

Multiple graphics can be 
produced for each frame and 
quickly changed for each event. 
Ideal for product launches.

Fabric Pop Up

Accessories include:
- Lighting
- Case counter
 

Curved display with one-piece 
fabric skin, lights and case 

counter

Setup Instructions
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WARNING! DO NOT FORCE CLOSED. 

To avoid damage, all hooks must be

disconnected before collapsing frame. 

Remove frame and graphic from bag.

Adjust leveling knobs for desired angle. OneFabric™
display can now be moved easily into position.

OPTIONAL
Attach lights to top of frame by sliding the plastic

X Blocks under the frames cross sections.

Ensure “adjustable knobs” of frame are on
the floor. Pull up display into upright postion.

Lock all hooks between front and back hubs.
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Table top displays, in either 
straight or curved

Straight display with one-
piece fabric skinand lights.

Easy as 1... 2... 3


